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Abstract: In the state of art new ground breaking technologies are being changed in day by day with new improvements. The number of researchers 
and scholars have presented various new ideas and concepts for research domain. The cloud computing is also new emerging, state of art and ground 
breaking technology for the purpose of store data on the cloud with privacy and security and any time we can retrieve that data on a single click with few 
seconds. With the help of cloud computing the most of industries and organizations have very easily store data, Scalability, security and complexity with 
the help of cloud computing and manage data with lot of volume required on the request of user or vendor. In recent years the usage of smart devices 
with latest operating systems are utilized widely in our daily life with the use of smart touch as android, iphone7 and windows phone. Some limitations 
and loop holes such as space, data security, privacy, data performance, and so in research have been noted and found out in these days. To overcome 
these problems new concepts have been introduced by different researchers that is Smart phone devices. With the help of mobile cloud computing any 
organization works with smartly and efficiently through the desktop computers or laptop computers and manage their problems and tasks easily.   

. 
Index Terms: Android, Cross-Platform, Security, Data, Cloud Computing.  

——————————      —————————— 

1 INTRODUCTION                                                                     

The main purpose of research is to identify the importance and 
usage of cross platform data if you have made an application 
on cross based software then it will run on any cross platform 
with privacy and security. Now a days smart phones or smart 
devices are mostly used as cross platform application that’s 
why the usage of smart devices have increased day to day. 
With the design and structure iphone7 and android are main 
phone operating systems which are very robust and diversed. 
It is not amazing when developers try to make applications 
that delete indirectly their output, so both of them create 
enormous problems. Now a days we are in the technological 
age and IT related things are rapidly changed due to time and 
requirements so we ensure that it is possible that one device 
is easy to fulfill our daily life needs and that is mostly cost 
effective. It is necessary to select one software package or 
program which must be cross –platform compatible. Recently 
new inventions raised or exposed with the help of IT 
resources, in fusion world numerous devices recently work 
over on windows and Macintosh, yet lot of mobile computing 
platforms as iPhone, android, iCloud they are specially 
operated on internet with the help of web browser. Google 
chrome, Firefox, acrobat reader, team viewer for remote 
access are the cross platform application which are mostly 
used in smart devices. For the word processing tool the 
favorite cross platform is Google Drive which provides free of 
cost volume round about fifteen GB. The important thing is 
that anywhere and anytime users and specially students can 
easily access and upload data on it and retrieve that data with 
the help of internet. Cross platform applications are always run 
on different platforms or operating systems [1]. In the field of 
computing Era there are number of unbelievable revolutions 
which are discovered such as ICloud, laptops, steering and 
smart phone. All said devices are available with several 
varieties of network devices, security measures, and mobile 
computing. RhoMbile, Titanium, DragonRAD, XMLVM, 
PhoneGap are so many cross platform frameworks but apart 
from them we do use phone Gap as a framework for cross 
platform. For any cross platform application design and 
development through PhoneGap, we use HTML5, scripting 
language and CSS. For the user’s needs or requirements on 
demand this framework supports bulky no of software or 

functions to manage the particular cross platform. The 
scalability and availability for users, other frameworks are not 
be able smartly for Cross platform and they are not provided. 
There is a big relationship between cloud computing and 
mobile computing. In various papers mobile computing is 
exactly defined as a kind of human computer interaction 
through which during normal usage, computer is transported 
[2]. Basically the term of mobile computing depends on three 
main concepts as communication, software, and hardware 
technology. Mobile devices are the concept of hardware such 
as palmtop, Smartphone, tablet, laptop, and other mobile 
components. Anti-virus, mobile browser, mobile key logger, 
and mobile games are called mobile computing software’s. 
The problems of communication and substructure of mobile 
computing or mobile network, protocols and data delivering 
usage in correct path and must be transparent for end user. 
To ease access to their respective goals the mobile cloud 
computing is the new technique or future for end user and 
customer. Mobile cloud computing is very fastest, easiest, 
reliable, scalable, movable and reduces the cost. Through the 
cloud computing you can store, data and retrieve that data any 
time with the availability of internet connection wire based or 
wireless. The creation of various virtual machine in a single 
machine or hardware with the help of Hypervisor or machine 
monitor which is the term of cloud computing. It means 
virtualization of different platforms in a single machine. There 
are some disadvantages near cross platform development that 
mobile operating systems are regularly updated. When 
Smartphone OS received new update then application 
software must be updated and to be compatible with new 
system for mobile development tools [3].  

 
2      RELATED WORK 
As smart phones and mobile cloud computing are the latest 
development and very common, useful for every kind of 
people even they work in any walk of life. It produces very 
easy and perfect services online through internet. The MCC is 
the latest trend and very popular, useful for every kind of 
people even they work in any walk of life. Mobile cloud 
computing provides to the user with high volume, scalability, 
security and integrity. XML (Extensible mark-up language), 
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packaging XML, Parsing and event response are the four 
modules for users of Smartphone for development and 
interface design. There are lot of built-in functions 
implemented for the ease of the user or client which included 
user login, change of status, roster, display and sending, 
receiving of instance and the data must be in encrypted form 
or message against the blank text and apply high level 
algorithms for encryption and decryption as base 64 or 
md5.cross platform applications have created many features 
of user need and these softwares are mostly used in 
smartphone in daily life [4].The Cross platform application 
development, design pattern, and right to use control are 
described in this section and provide beginning information 
regarding it. In recent days, researchers and computer 
programmers be likely to use software development kit 
consuming dissimilar platform for the purposes of mobile 
application integration. The idea behind the current ongoing 
research is price decrease and access to maximum users on 
various platforms. In this paper literature review has been 
arranged with respect to the application development 
possession in view of the portability concern as well. The 
privacy and security is the basic goal of any user that how they 
will secure data so it is big loophole or challenge covered in 
this paper [5]. The supporting of various operating system is 
the aim of the researchers who are interested to use such 
platform. These days cross platform tools gaining popularity 
for this purpose. These platforms usually use HTML, 
JavaScript, Cascading style sheets with wrappers codes and 
applications program to interface other built in programs to use 
Camera and other portable devices. Language programming 
with above-mentioned tools becomes easier. For instance, 
drag and drop feature required less programming skills to 
develop similar applications. Phone Gap is another tool for 
software development which is very successfully being used in 
android, iPhone and smart phone. IPhone programming is 
also done with CSS, HTML and JavaScript and open source 
framework is used by Phone Gap to support seven platforms 
through the calling of JavaScript. All these software used for 
encryption and decryption for the data privacy and security [6]. 
 

Figure1. Architecture of phone Gap                                      
 
The features of Phone Gap are somewhat is similar with the 
other cross application and the layout for the presentation 
based on Web view. Phone Gap technology is being used to 
generate user interface for Smartphone applications. Software 
development companies are extensively using phone Gap 
open source applications to build free and commercial 
software with the possibility of license of usage. Many of the 
functions are missing in HTML whereas another framework 
Phone Gap, is common for user interface generation in mobile 
applications [7]. 
 

2.1. Android 
Android is a mobile operating system based on Linux released 
by Google in 2008. The SDK of android is responsible for 
diverse platforms with fine standard API. There are eight 
versions of android used in market and the most popular 
versions are jelly Bean & Kitkat Android is open source 
platform, which is used for dissimilar smart phones. Android 
life cycle contains six parts which are onStart, onCreate, 
onResume, onPause, onStop and last one is onDestroy [8].  

 

2.2    Frame work for mobile computing  
IPhone and Android operating systems are those systems 
which are used in cross compilation framework for mobile 
computing. The cross compilation used byte code level cross 
compiler technology that is typically dependent upon java code 
instruction. XMLVM tool incapable of different mobile platforms 
for cross compilation of the application. This cross compilation 
is employed in different mobile devices without native 
language. XMLVM not only compiles but also maps in a 
different way. This framework is used of mobile cross 
compilation for the security of data [9][16]. 
 
 2.3 Games Development 
The study is focused on vast level in social media in mobile 
cloud computing such as gaming controller, Amazon game 
environment, Facebook and so on. Game developed for cross-
platform is going to be developed under the technologies such 
as JavaScript, HTML, etc. We can develop diverse games 
over the android, java, and other software. The developers 
create or develop the 2D or 3D games by using above 
software [10]. 
 
2.4 Issues for data based on the Security Protection and 
Privacy    
In cloud computing there is one major loophole or issue called 
privacy and security for data. This requires authentication and 
authorization of data. This feature is similar to the greater 
extent with the current methodology of data protection. Cloud 
has its discriminations in every stage of data because of 
directness features [11]. The privacy matter in different 
countries consists on its culture and environment basis. 
Protection to the cloud given guaranty for user or client data. 
No one without authentication can access the data. Data is 
accessible only to authorized persons. Unauthorized access of 
customer data by cloud poses threat to the other cloud data. 
[12]. Privacy protection is an important issue in mobile cloud 
firstly: user and management data is kept separately which 
often raises users concern. User’s data is usually stored all 
over the world in random shared infrastructure. User himself 
knows nothing about location of the store data; therefore, 
users data is at high risk [13][17]. 

 
3 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
The main goal of the research is to explore the exact security 
and privacy of data performance on cloud computing through 
the cross platform mobile computing. This research paper 
contains numerous research methods like literature review 
and fundamental understanding of PG or any other cross 
platform frameworks. It also includes research articles of 
diverse researchers who have covered different cross 
frameworks in various applications based on Android or 
iPhone [14]. The literature revision will be conducted 
throughout this research technique and research papers will 
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be calculated. Some of the case studies will also be 
mentioned in this framework and files at next to the policy. 
There will be a try to find out the advantages and 
disadvantages of other dissimilar frameworks followed and 
implemented by many popular organizations. Case studies are 
directly done through reading organization reports and 
interviewing. Further, we will come up with some analysis by 
comparing these studies [15]. 
 
3.1. Proposed work 
The research work suggests the data for security and privacy 
on mobile cloud side for the cross platform with MCC. The 
design of data always secures to store the on cloud data 
storage and application communicates with cloud server. 

 
 Figure 2. Proposed model 

 
In model we use encryption and decryption with Hash 
algorithm for security purpose and model provides full 
protections at PUT, GET, Delete & Post and other operations 
in Java. Java gives powerful methods of encryption which has 
been used to convert plain text file to a new encrypted text 
called cipher text. This cipher text file is then sent to servers.  

 
4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
The simulation parts contains the mobile application which can 
run on different platforms. 
 
4.1   List of Software used in application 

1.  Android SDK integration library 
2.  Eclipse Android 
3.  ADT  
4.  Java api 
5.  Apachi 
6.  Php,My SQL 

7.  

White and black box testing  
 
4.1    Results  

 

 
 
The above result showing the full secure data with 
following steps. Plain text converts into cryptography by 
using hashing algorithm. 

1. Application is based on cross platform having interface 
on all smart devices. 

2. Amazon private cloud server is responsible for data 
security. 
 

4 CONCLUSION 
This research article indicates to the foundations, and extends 
the approaches necessary to future development. Many of the 
problems have been resolved and some of the problems were 
based on assumptions, but still there are some directions by 
which this study can be extended. The work proposes cloud 
data security for the conversion of simple text file into cipher 
text file sent over the cloud servers so that the unauthorized 
access can be minimized. In this paper we have overcome 
some loopholes against the privacy and security of data 
because data is most important for user and organizations so 
we have applied some special algorithms data encryption and 
decryption on cloud side.  
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